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Dear High Representative Mogherini,
EU MUST KEEP FOCUS ON HUMAN RIGHTS FOR SOMALIA’S FUTURE
Ahead of the forthcoming Ministerial High Level Partnership Forum in Copenhagen, Denmark on 19-20
November, Amnesty International is calling on the European Union (EU), Denmark (as the host of the
conference), and all other EU member states to ensure that human rights remain the focus of all
discussions on delivering Somalia’s New Deal Compact.
Amnesty International has urged the EU and its member states to make full use of the New Deal
discussions to ensure that human rights and accountability remain at the centre of their engagement
with Somalia.i In 2013, Somalia had the highest level of conflict events in Africa. ii Today, armed
clashes are taking place outside of Mogadishu and in rural areas of south central Somalia, and fragile
security gains in Mogadishu are short-lived. And despite the ongoing lack of a civilian casualty tracking
system, it is widely documented that military operations are resulting in civilian casualties, with
civilians killed and wounded in crossfire during armed clashes, and through IEDs as well as grenade
and suicide attacks.iii
The joint Somali National Armed Forces (SNAF) and the African Union Mission in Somalia (AMISOM)
offensives took place throughout the year with the intention of further flushing out al-Shabaab
operatives.iv Amnesty International has heard reports of increases in violations of international
humanitarian law, and human rights abuses by all parties to the conflict as a result of the offensive.
The partial lifting of the arms embargo on Somalia in 2013 appears to have contributed to abuses
against civilians, with reports that arms have been diverted for end use by parallel armed groups who
are not part of Somalia’s armed forces, including al-Shabaab.v
Rape and other forms of sexual violence are continuing unabated. Conditions in settlements of
internally displaced persons (IDPs) remain extremely poor where such incidents are pervasive, including
allegations of rape by members of government security forces and AMISOM. Amnesty International is
continuing to document rape and other forms of sexual violence against women and girls on key
transport routes in Somalia. Perpetrators operate in a situation of ongoing lawlessness, allowing state
and non-state actors to behave with impunity.
Recent European Council Conclusionsvi point to ongoing human rights and humanitarian law violations
in Somalia “including extrajudicial killings, violence against women and children, recruitment and use
of children, attacks against journalists and arbitrary detention”. They state that “the fight against
impunity for these crimes is essential.” To address these urgent human rights concerns, the EU and its
member states must use this Forum to ensure that clear human rights benchmarks are established for
concrete action and outcomes under the August 2013 human rights roadmap, and under the
international human rights commitments adopted by the Somali government.
In line with commitments to place human rights at the centre of all external action, the EU and its
member states must:
 Mainstream human rights and accountability at the Forum in Copenhagen, including the need for
access to justice and independent, and impartial and effective investigations into human rights
violations






Take every measure to achieve accountability for the use of EU and member states’ funding in
Somalia and ensure that this funding does not contribute to human rights violations.
Acknowledge that accountability will also mean a clear EU and member state commitment to
support Somalia’s government to prevent, respond to and ensure justice for human rights violations
Ensure in the same spirit that all stakeholders, including refugees and internally displaced persons,
are included in decision-making processes in and on Somalia, in particular with regards to human
rights commitments and action
Strive to establish an intensive, long-term engagement with the Somali government on human
rights, matching this with the ambition to accord the highest possible protection to Somali refugees
within the EU and its own member states

Stabilisation in Somalia remains inseparable from human rights and accountability, and will depend on
sustained engagement from the EU, Denmark, and all other EU member states. We welcome your
explicit, action-oriented debate on human rights in Somalia at the Forum in Copenhagen, and stand
ready to provide any further information you may require.
Yours sincerely,

Dr. Nicolas J. Beger
Director
Amnesty International, European Institutions Office
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